Is There a Hidden Factory Inside Your Facility?
How much additional throughput and efficiency improvement can you get from your facility? Where can you look for the answers? Our Loss Mapping Analysis can show you the way.

Our Loss Mapping Analysis first identifies your facility’s hidden capacity. We then use a systematic approach to identifying the systems, processes, equipment and repetitive loss generators responsible for the gap between actual production and facility capability. Once constructed, the loss Map assists rapid and sustainable improvement of business objectives by helping to understand and compare all influencing factors.

The Loss Map:
- Addresses problems in a systematic way and eliminates firefighting
- Helps in developing and implementing a plant performance improvement strategy
- Categorizes the causes of underperformance for analysis
- Enables analysts to drill down into the data to find the root causes of fundamental issues causing plant losses
- Helps to focus improvement efforts on projects with a bottom-line impact
- Shows the interdependency of factors (equipment and non-equipment related) impacting production losses and costs

Find your hidden factory by putting the power of our Loss Mapping Assessment to work for you!